COLORADO CRYPTIC by Tinhorn
Ten clue answers must be entered into the grid in a
particular way, which will thematically change ten
crossing answers into new words.
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4. Animals mostly survive after turning perfectly fine
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8. Last of samurai give way right after victory force
12. Noise finally starting to cause a little damage
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13. Down at Eisenhower's bank
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15. Pawn lip ring of finest quality
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16. Old Tokyo poem from the East
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18. Tenors, with time, wiped away tears
19. Where to see athletes in pens running around
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20. Tragically hip character
21. Stretch an alkali metal and a transition metal

5. Lieutenant disrobed first

22. Weaken top of instep wearing skating blades

6. A Gram and a Dad, overfeeders at heart, love feasts

23. Everyone following religious belief, in retrospect,
for it can bring in the bucks

7. Latest straying husband intended to avoid attention

25. Evenly repair projecting handle
27. Meditated and found, in stupor, education

8. Turn lane by the Sound is associated with men
9. In short, officer that is a miracle worker

30. Stoop blueprint lacks direction

10. Take back in surfing apparatus, having capsized after
jettisoning weight

31. Side-splittingly wild period

11. Bean paste in two tones

33. He draws outstanding large catalog

12. Loud party, interrupting shoot, to be cuffed

35. Energy contest, transforming energy to mass

14. Jack’s converted numeral (assuming megabytes)

37. Access gold idol with extremities removed earlier

17. Grouch keeps extremely unmindful of kissing

38. English king’s fighter of some years back

23. Cart with no area lacking alcohol

41. Primarily thickness and width, one after another

24. Place to trade van from psychedelic tagger

44. Openly display escape, with a kiss for a bit of luck
45. To make hair look fuller is high art

26. Decorate Dino's place with new interior instead of
retro exterior

46. Marks test in the middle, not earlier

27. Inquire curiously about bovine substitute

47. No one left East River

28. Revolutionary French article of back to basics cars

48. Approximately following fashionable Peru inhabitant

29. With a dash of elegance, sketch a piece of clothing

49. Praise about native land and country

30. Have no faith in fluid, stir in fine particles

50. Saint gets a quirky behavior fixed

32. Have an effect on rude, misguided daughter

51. Same ground, it is like a small plateau

34. Counterfeit coins produced by pressure waves

Down

35. Evaluate core of alcohol prohibition

1. Wax or fat is irrational in hat

36. Mag issue corrected grammatical error

2. No greasepaint conceals a monster

39. Tools that impress other side

3. Repeatedly question pages about expression of hesitation

40. Agreement of two eastern states

4. Range of understanding about aching back gets at
the outset even thinner

42. Low grade reflected low judgment
43. Meal comes together after that man leaves

